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that, unlike other social and economic influences, networks are
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or organizational), structure, operation, and lifespan. The
literature also reveals that the initiators of issues may generate a
policy movement by creating a network of advocates. Applying the
literature's conclusions to four issues of state -

policy-making--school finance reform, creationism, collective
bargaining for teachert, and minimum competency graduation--snows the
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Indiana, Massachusetts, Texas, and Washington State. Networks were
typed by their degree of uniform adherence to a concept and by their
style of organization. The cates ranged from absolute control over
the concept and strict centralization of dispersal, in the case of
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Besides degrees of agreement, the paper notes, networks could
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Abstract

Several diverse strands of theoretical and empirical research on state
policymaking offer alternative perspectives in how and whrissues appear on
a given state's policy agenda. This paper reviews this literature witfi
special attention to the operation, role, and impact of policy issue net-

works. Networks that spread issues rapidly among states are located with-
in the burgeoning literature from numerous disciplines on network concepts.
The authors' conclusiond are then.tested using four issues: minimpm compe-
tency graduation, collective bargaining, school finance reform, and "creation
science."

Classifications and characteristics of different networks are analyzed\.

There is evidence that in some circumstances interstate policy issue networks
can override iron-triangles and intra-state socio-economic variables by
placing specific issues in a state policy agenda.
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Introduction

How do interests organize themselves in a pluralistic society to make

policy among the states? Several diverse strands of theoretical and empirical

research into state policymaking offer alternative perspectives on how and

why issues appear cn a given state's policy agenda. (Agenda-setting for this

paper implies active and serious consideration of an issue by policymakers.)

One set of interpretations-stresses the importance of political demands

expressed in public opinion, electcral processes, an& interest group activities.

Such demands may originate within a given state or across state boundaries--

the latter phenomenon being a partial function of the "nationalizatide,of

politics generally and Of interest group activity and the media specifically.

A second perspective focuses attention on various.external environmental factors,

including a state's Telative administrative, economic, political, and social

developmenk. As a result of variation along each of these dimensions, certain

.states stand out as regional leaders in the (horizontal) diffusion of policy

_innovations across states. More recently, analysts have begun to argue that

the impetus of many policies arises within government itself--this constitutes

a third perspective on the process of agenda-building. Thus, the expansion

6
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of issues on the state's agenda is a function of the increased bureaucratization

and prOfessionalization of state governmnts, a process often spurred by

federal (vertical) policy innovations and mandates. These federal policies

create technocrats and interest groups oriented around an issue domain.

Finally, scholars have begun to look at the role of issue entrepreneurs who

spread policy issues across states through the use of vertical and horizontal

linkages. This notion is distinct from che traditional iiew of interest group

politics and of the bureaucrat a,s a policy initiator. Policy networks fostered

by these entrepreneurs are viewed as another cause of the growth of state

government activity.

To locate these interpretations within political science's relevant

literature, the next section briefly illustrates each interpretation. The

following section treats network concepts and definitions in Areater detail.

The final section presents the findings of the Network Study Team's

examination of four educational policy issue networks. Our project iden-

tifies four distinct network types, based on our investigation of the

four issues in six target states. The patterns we detect suggest an

issue network typology for state agenda-setting.

Literature Search

The interpretation which credits political demands as instrumental in

state agenda-setting contends that public opinion is an important ingredient.

Schon describes the process of social change beginning with

...a disruptive event or sequence of events, which sets up
a demand for new ideas in good currency. At that point,
ideas already present in free or marginal.areas of the society
begin to surface in the mainstream, mediated by certain crucial
roles. The broad diffusion of these new ideas depends on
interpersonal networks and upon media of communication...The

7
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ideas becime powerful as centers of policy debate and political

conflict.

According to this view, ideas which win the struggle for acceptance and implemen-

tation bring with them both leadership positions aad leaders to fill them.
2

A

somewhat dissenting view, however, theorizes: "At most, government may be said

to operate within a ioose, permissive 'context' or opinion which allows decision-

makers substantial discretion in the creation and design of new programs."
3

In his review of American theories of power, McFarland focuses on the role

of traditional special interests or "factions" in agenda-setttng.
4

He maintains

that'standard notions of pluralism (that interests compete democratically) 3nd

even plural elitism, a later formulation (that special interests and related

coalitions dominate the public interest in specific policy areas), do'not

adequately explain the rise of recent social movements sych as environmentalism

and women's rights. As a substitute, he outlines some propositions for a 'new

group theory." For example, he asserts that "political movements usually f rm

coalitions with some established interest group, elements of political parties,

5
and individual po a

u
litical c ndidates, aod further, that elected officials May

hop on the bandwagon of a movement during its initial sucLess, thereby, bolstering

its success. He observes that "generations of lobbies" grow in response to

these social movements, and that television news critically hastens their develop-

ment or demise.
6

Conlon and Abrams name the mass media as agents painting over "older portraits

,of the Congress ,Jpb-ttraits which accented party discipline,,apprenticeship and

deference.. They point to growing numbers of "legislative,perivists and policy

entrepreneurs" within the Congress whose portraits accent.instead the media's

perceived power. "Symbolic politics" result, such as section 504 of the Rehabil-

itation Act of 1973: ambiguous legislation to facilitate symbolic coalition-

building and to enhance the legislator's image. The rthors report this

phenomenon only as it pertains to regulatory legislation, such as'for handicapped
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persons, but claim that even retrenchment policies may fall sublect to it, too.9

Mitchell fills in another aspect of this first aeenda-setting interpretation.

He cites a study by Captan which documents the use pulicymakers make of print

and electronic sources "to gain insight into relevant social scien(e findings.

Newspapers and government reports tied at SIZ use, hooks registered at 767.,

professional journals at 70%, closely followed by magazines at 697, and trailed

11
by television and radio at SOL

A second interpretation--that socioeconomic variables determine a scatc'rj

policy agenda--is also amply repre:,ented in the literature. Gray traces this

line of explanation back to Pemberton, who stated that the time for adoption

of an innovation is determined in part by the "interplay of an infinitely large

number of elements in the social milieu."
12

Gray's own work, studying the

adoption of twelve laws in educition, civil rights and welfare, found support

for Walker's thesis that "Innovative states are both wealthier and more come

petitive than their sister states it the time of adoption of a particular law." 13

Noting that this trend is less clear-cut for eduration laws, she rpncludeti that

"innovativeness'...is issue- and time-spur-ale at best."14 Feller, Menzel and

Engel, cited bi Milward, go behind this observed phenomenon CO hypothesize that

,ommercial entrepreneurs selling to public agencies may induce early inn.Jration

in wealthy, urbanized StaCeS limply because these Jre the "tiore lucrative rlrkets."
15

Summarizing the body of %onstraint "literature, Mitchell indicates:

Variables which have been tesxed-by these constraint studies
ond found to significanc4-affect legislative decisions
include...socio-cconoMic vatIsbles' within a stare or a
legislator's constituency such as federal expenditures,
personal incoTg levels, urbanization, education and indus-
trialization.

But he goes on to report Crumm's finding that the "effects of internal variables,

however important they may ultimately prove to be, cletaly differ in their sig-

nificance depending on the policy issues being decided.
17

Milward also concludes

that no single variable is responsible for adoption of an innovation. For him,

9
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'"(t)he cumulative and interaotive effect of (policy) entrepreneur,hip along

with boch organizational and 1r,enoi varifibleq j more plats's:tie

ulB
argument.

In a 3010 of the rate of 1.cho31 Inatrniti914 dirfiraon in Canada.,

Lawton isolateo a trio uf environmental variable%. He rhat for

'school day 'scheduling innovationu, the "role of regulation3 mnd legislation

4ppearod 'sub,stantial;" for the adoption of ,ducatiein of handicapped thildren

offeringo, Lim "values of provincial aoi.letiefs aeerled to account for the variation

in Iiifu'ilQn P4Etvrwi;" and for en..:r4y me:1%4re,, isee,n,,nic 14ttr%

19
irly :it-co:toted for regional different e-. in rate.s of adoption."

The third interpretation of 4tAte

;errnt iz,.e:f co ;;enerate politico :wenda !cc- geer itkntifit% the

nda--;etting analyze', thii power of

interplay hr tween the "profe:.ifonal-hor-Aur.ratic compler, 4nd Ole "intergovern-

lohbi" a .ivurce of center, of influen,..e.0:° Equivalent to the riron

triingle," "triple illiance," "...aihgovernmeotin suis-...te

%Per' r,r902y,i(1nt1-V4n.T4-;til ry-AlAY .4jVAJI

traini;;" %icirki41/, %imw(ruri with 1,2;:i.,Irstc.4-,

4roups.' cnrr ilizvig tendency of they, 1r-r-trLud

.4n4 techni,:a11,-mided of ti,e profc,l,roi,41-1-AirraucrAtic r.or;,ler,. ho

'jce ean,ily with ea,,h uther af.:rie,i,formli organizational Linen, oftset

hy the deentrulizing. or "fraoenting"tendencl of the inter&overnmental lobby.

try: intergovernmental lobb$ compoied of "govera rs: mayor6, county supervisor:11,j

city er,, and other,o;fir:e holder4."23 r:oofernmenral tycreation of

4)rograms like those of the Great Societyactually stimulates growth of the

intergovernmental lobby, instead of the reverse.
24

Hilward groups suppliers or potential suppliers of public goods, inoluding

civil servants with private sector prodc,cers, as a governmental entity capable

of Cresting its own demand. gefat.k -ozIescing into a policyr:ommunity these

10



suppliers of public goods must fir ouc behave like a sr Lai network. Milward

proposes that under cercafm condition-,, these policynrmuntties can create.their
x
own demand and, foll.;wing Dawns, thaci they mly "iwicituce nolicip-, for which

thure i virtually GO dend where toe , tre fvw losoarre eow.traint%. Like

Veer, Milward sees governnencal program-. the ,:atalyzlng agent% in the formation

of policy networks. "ihe program the leltiAatiun establi-.hes creates the con-

stituency rather than the rcArerse."
27

Heclo also critiques che iron triangle convent 43 inCOrty c .

2h
With Beer

Ind "Alward, HeOu n,ste chat govrnment's "Activi!A pulirtr ;" 'te.i11y encourage

f9matlon of interet grouit.. "around the differentl41 effeets of these policies.
29

The growth of governmenc and the proliferaufrn of it1 client tvcc(4,:, has thus

the dt,,mlv-,-,nt of -1)1.11tztd 5ulicu1 tor,?7, r,nr/111.:o0 uf highly-

knc,wled-i;eable policy-watChers.
,30

the hieroes Qf the.ie ',IubCulture-, or network

are "policy politiciansexperts in usin% expert, victuallers of riowledge

in a world htingry tor the right dect.ilow4. .31
-.)",,,ton tends rt./ produce

*pointtp,-, why , 7n "r!,../(-, ar,do., h. r ctl.:v.rkm, rccunizvd -.

abrjut the ty-,tance i1 j,,,,uko--....hut not irmtriew

hihly cr.intr er.iai positions,...1heir Un the rg-;4 sensitive lssueA

12
ti,e-,! 4. entable. Heclo gueA n to develop the idea of iue etwork

mcar fuliv, underlining -their ("1.ist1nction from 4Jublic, from, a coalition, and

from a conventional intere,c group.
'I

Midward also istinguished policy networks

from intere tu. He laims chat broadly organized interests become properly

!,pecified au network only when they adhere to a particular governmental program.34

Thi .;.. kind of analysis has lea some observers to the fourth interpretation

ntate agenda-setting: the rule of policy issue networks. One strain in

thf. s literature lacorporates elements of sociology and psychology to examine

Ver,oslal networks. For example, Eulau and Siegel surveyed individual-i to

dt'cover their "primary zoneffdefined as neighbors with whom the respondent

11



interacts face-to-face) and 10 probe the political congruence of thee inter-

personal networks.
35

14he micro world of personal networkt: corrie over,ined.

the macro realm f political repiesentation '4I,l* ic1 KoIlinski, clarifying

chat a network of dire..t and indireLt tmcnt mud representative,

conclude that it is "a configuration of link-agee: that-, at tye macro level of

analysis, can be thought of an constituting tio: representational ,:.ystem.
.36 These

authors also posit that networks na-, explaio certain electoral behavior, such

uniformity amon& ndtdatc:-., and etthet ovcr.helialag vic.torl..!,; by incumbent:i on

, .37
the une hand, or Araati( shift._,i in tAlini,,,rt around cieftlen time on the other,

The strain of this literature coacerning u- directly, however, involves

policy iue networks to 'tate -Agenda-ttinro Heclo prvie an overview.

1.1be11 5na them '!prato- lre4ucr a,Ay, N.! defiae!, ksue oetuforil-;:

IssUotnetworks...comprie a large number of part1cipant3
with quite variable degrees of mutual commitment or of-
dependence_on others in their environment; in fact it is
almost impossible to say where a netwrok leaves off and

'its environment begins. Iron triangles and subgovernments
suggest a table set of pirtieipants co4esced to control-

public pm.ratr.s ...obirh are in the direct

economic interest of each party to the alliance. .1uc:
networks are air1ost the reverse 074age in each respeLt.
Porticipnts'move in and out of the netwolts constAntly,
Pather than groups united in dominance over a prograt,,,

no one, xi far as one rAD teM. t in vontrol of the

policies 3nd isuues. Any direct material int,.rent is oftaT

.mcondary to intellectual ot emotional commitment. Uctwerk,

members reinforce each othcri3 sense ,./f issues an their

interest's, rather than (as standard political or ec000mte
models would have it) interests defining positions on-tssues.

39

necVast:erts that issue networks will not "replace the more
,

familiar politics of subgovernme4ts in le/lshigton" but they will "overlay the

once stable political referenee points with new forces that complicate calcula-

tions, decrease predictability, and impose considerable strains on those charged

with government leadership,"40 On the other hand, Hilward more boldly states

that policy networks and their context, policy systems, are "(t)akiog the

central place as the core unit of the new political economy.
.41

mich 4 view

must alter concepts of political power because it touches all phsses of policy7
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,
making, from agenda-serting to assessment.. According to him, "the national and

subnational elements of a policy subs!.sten a policy ..ector within which,
,t

often lies control over polir, initiation, implehentation and evaluation,"42

0 - .

Milward's th:esis rests inTa'rt on flfs careful and particular definitions of
.2 r

th!,ise nattonti and subnati 4 ciVinwaS.
1.43

ror him, A polity s.ystem cqmpi rebends.

44
p0V.y rommndity and governmental prinirram with which it associates, TaaFing

out,its mandate to act in the,government's fume in an interorganizational en- '

onment he defines as'. "an interorganizational field whiT..tris dynaNie and which

Ade,: in tt an inceptil.v strocoiro."45- As noCed : %hoard

tingoiA.,es between a pOlicy community and a networit, in that a policy cdmmunity

rtv
. .

.is.t before 4 netWtrk comet., into heink,, Ile further distinguishes between'

,

t Ito Iwo- :,,,nornmcnt A I. ch o totity cor,,Iunkty and pettions ifi the deelSion ...

nezworh holding :ormal positions in government.
46

The program orplay network .

,-

mahes up"one piece_of the polisy system, a1o4.g with network tOols (ot government
. ,.,

grant.s, loans, substdies, etc. ),and normative structures.
47'

Policy net-work;
,

4-4

hive vertical (piercing goeernmontal, laycrs) and horizontal (centralized, or

. frr trian410 component-F....neither of whir...h oan be fully undbrstood exceln in
t,

relation to the other.
68

For our purposes:,themost useful. distinction IA
-

r

rhit networks 4traa. to itic programs or issues rather than to,general

rk Theory.

broad interests.

,

Policy issue netwotks are increasingly_ teen as powerful agents for politigal

'flange. Not only do they tarry, hut the) may also...develop and shape the ideas

that eventually become part of a state's policy agenda. How to recognize and
,

describe them are ihe questiOns to which this Section s addiessed. Political -

sciense, sociology, eduaat14 anct organizational behavior studies, while all

placing networks in theieOwn contexts nonetheiess offer gome.common understand-

ings mard a network theory on which weyill draw.

.'
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Networks are synonymous with systems, a term which emphasizes an on-going

communication process. According to Rogers, convergence netwmrk an-lysis is a

\k

. .

holistic approach,
49 an improvement on the_linear model.consisting simply of

.
.

1

sout4e, message, Channel, receiver components.
50

Ne formulates networks as

1

"cycles of information-exchange over time:,
0

adding that communication implies

a willed coOtIonality, such as "mutual understanding and/or collective action."
52

-

/
Bolland offers a slightly different approach to network theory, stressing

influence rather qlen mutuality. What he terms the relational dpproach "assumes

that power is Strictly an interpersonal relationship in which community leaders

influence one another through the direct (and the indirect) exchange of =essays.

As such, influence is not necessarily an overt dj.0 but rather occurs during the

everyday interattion among people, Somewhat similarly, Walker associates

membership in the kind of community a policy network is with the'constanc exchange

of information about activities and ideas. Among the ideas-exchanged, those which

conform to "current professional consensus are the most rewarded.
54

Milward

calls attention to this principle ns the "InstItutionalazed thought structpre

of shared Judgments or napPreciationst operatiag-in,politv systems.
55

A
In Beyond the Stable State, Schon considers networks to be the contemporary

normative form'of functional systems, replacing the Center-periphery model and

its variant, the proliferaEion of centerS model: 56 The center-periphery model

denotes attraction of people to a center, like the nineteenth century German

uniyersity, then dispersion, once their bags are full,of innovations. Examples

of,the Proliferation of centers model are the Roman army or early Christian

missionaries who established secondary centers as a family of overlapping or

anefOgous situations, instead of exact replications of the center.
57

. The

II propose-dispose modeP of a federal center writing brdad guidelines for local

ingenuity to supply in detail is a refinement of the variant.58 For Schon,

the network model is a singular type, which alone is flexible enough to survive
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continuous change-

With new strategies of institUtional design, new roles
come intooprominence.- In an era of instability, roles '

of Intervention become more prominent than roles.411,
stability;,the entrepreneur, invader, organizer, advo-
cate consujtant, muckraker and the rhange-oriented
leader become more visible and important...Mitt the
,primacy uf functional systems...roles related to res-
ponsiveness to new information...and the network roles
essential to the design, development and management of
the shifting networks on 160 (unctional systems
depend (become prominent).

A sym.hesis of various commentators' delinitions can be stqted. An issue

network links,members informally across formal decision making lines60 by

channeling information, resources, psychological support and.learning Trom

one part of the network to another. Schon, in fact, calls these networks

learning systems if they have the flexible qualities to transform thet4elvas. -61

Theorists 41so propose a variety or ways to desert-se network dimensions.

In the language of communication netwOrks, Rogers poslts three measures for

network analysis,: communication proximity, which is the degree of overlap of

two persons' communication networks; linkage distance, the number If- links

or steps in the shortest path joining two individuals; and correlational

simllarity, the conformity of non-links as well as links in two people's

networks.
62

MizruChf, on the other hand, states that the corceptof centrality,

as a measure of the organization and of individuals, is a "crucial variable in

group activfties.
63

This is so because of the "considerable correspondence

between network centrality and influence.
64

Although Mizruchi focuses on interlocking corporate directorships, a facet

f community power studies, the measures he develops for centrality may be

'valuable to other fields, too. Matrix algebra is the tool used to compute

three measures of gentrality: 1) the number of,links from'one point to other

points; 2) the 6"intensity° of the links, which may also include some indication

of dicection, or a factor accounting for the potential number of linkS' (dependent

on netwqrk size); and 3) the centrality of those to whom one point is linked. 65

15
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Another theorist sees different dimension to the notion of centrality.

These are "interaction potentials," or the number of others with whom one link

may directly share messages; "disruption potential," or the ability of one link
'

to disrupt the flow of info'imiiiOn of to changette-content;-and "proximity,"

measure,of the degree to which the shortest path between people is short by net- I

work standards.
66

The author suggests that the latter two measures capture the

leadership and power quotient of network participants betier than interaction

potential.
67

A related measure of centrality assesses principal connections among tne

subset of points which constitute a clique. Using "peak analysis,"
68

a networki

analyst may determine which of any two directly interlocking pofnts is the more;

central and then discern a clique in the pattern of highest points. Proponents

aver that this technique is particularly appropriate to uncover einancial oorpor-

- 69
ate structure, in which area it has been developed and applied.

ln less technical and broader terms, Schon suggests networks be defined:

through the nature of their elements (for example, persons,
departments, organizations), the nature or the channels
connecting them (formal lines or authority, information
or decision; interpersonal bonds) and the nature of the
_transactions that can occur through these channels (...may
be '-referral', 'early warning', distribution, or 'money
lending' networks). On a secondary level, neporks may
be characterized by their scom, complexity, stability,
homogeneity, and flexibility.

Because,they are dynamic systems existing ciutside of formal organizatio s

,

1

theorists caution that networks may have Euzzy,/shifting boundaries, fluid:
'.

\
memberships (where evea members may not be a e they belong to a network),i,. ,.,..,

varying influence relationships, changing puilloses; unstable structures angl

I

limited lives. These dynamid and ephemeral lttributes supplied our framework
_ i

.as we traced four unrelated policy'issues on their way to state agendas. IA

brief explication of generic network dimensions follows.

16
e I
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Membership

That only parts of networks may be active at any one time and that relation-

ships in the network may change over time make precise statements about membership

size and identity difficult.
71

At most, we can enumerate typical participants.

Membership in a policy issue network may be based on "related "rale definitions

or an empirical "linked" contacts.
72

In an inclusive sense, networks are composed

of those who decide on change, those who must change, those who enforce change,

those who benefit from it, and those who support-it with belief or resources.4

Diyersity among members is characteristic. Rogers cites "the strength of weak

ties" as a network principle, meaning that "heterphilous "relationsthe difference

in attributes between two network members--facilitates the spread of ideas from

group to group.
73

Scholars usually identify network members by job title, job

category, or by role. Among the job titles and categories, "reformers, providers,

practitioners, intervenors and researchers" are typical.
74

In additiono journal

editors, representatives of business firms, elected officials, staffs and lobbyists

may also belong to "communities of policy expertsY. 75 Categorized by specialized

role, network members may include liaisons, bridges (the latter link cliques of

which they are members to those of which they are not; the former link cliques

without being members of either one), isolates or cosmopolites. 76
Or networks

may include those whose roles are systems negotiator, isunderground manager,

maneuverer, broker, network manager and facilitator, with distinctions drawn along

dimensions of scope and nature of members' activity:
77

Defined'in this way, issue networks alter the traditional view of social

movements--of which they may be a special case. Rather than building exclusively

on shared grievances and discontenq, issue eptrepreneurs and organizations may

manufacture and market a socinl movement.
78

Leadership

Network leadership may be provided by gh individual, group or organization.

'
An individual or cadre of critical figures in a "decentralized core

n79
can
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concentrate and'direct the flow of information, referrals and-support. A

"linking pin" organization, in contrast, may by providing needed infrastructure,

lead the network merely by its de t.acto dominance. 80
Leadership is sometimes

conceived of as an evident attribute of a network's structure. 81
In this case,

leadership may be termed a "positional resource," giving the central entity

"some degree of control'over the agenda-setting and'policy-development proceSaes"

and hence, "systemic power.
,82

Equally likely, however, it the possibility,that

a network lacks a clear, fixed center or laCus of leadership, 83
and that society

at large provides network infrastructure. As noted above, the concept of degree

of leadership in a network is sometimes called centrality.

_Structure

Matrices or plots, such as sociograms, are often used to represent network

structure. (One writer proposes expressing network complexity by "a three-

tiered, multi-dimensional molecular model with comple:9.1atera1 relations at each

level simultaneously affected by equally important and complex vertical zelationti. "84

Characteristics ot both flows and relationships are typically reported. For ex-,

ample, one team of authors names the number of links between individuals."mesh,"

the direction of flow between individuals, "connectivity," and the shorteat path

to effective action within the network, "distance,"85 The strength of ties,the

cohesion and stability of links, and the capability of the network to diftuse

information may alsobe described.
86

A model derived from the-Study of corporate

board interlocks identifies "density" and "reach" dimenSions. 87
Mensity here

means the ratio of actual to possible relations, and reach means the percentage

of units which may be reached in some fixed number of steps from the network

center. Correlating demsity and readh predicts the degree ot cohesion and

hierarchy in a network.
88

Other researchers note the degree of tantalization

and standardization, and the amount of members' dependence on each other or on

the linking pin actor.
89

Structural openness is another dimension,
90

as is

whether a network has a single or multiple'purpose.

18
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The question of single or multiple purpose leads to the problematic considera-

tion of content. One author claims networks may be either Process- or content,

oriented (but he has never seen the latter).
91

One proponent of structural network

analYsis (of the corporate interlock type) even acknowledges that, although

\structure does reveal domething about network content, it may not communicate

uch about the consequences of actual network behavior. 92
Another writer asserts

tpat the content of information-exchanges is one of two aspects of communication

nletwork analysis not yet investigated.
93

Howei)er, Schon claims that the center-

periphery model and its variant, described above,`are structurally suited for a

"uniform, simple message,"
94

but for him these mode are pre-network classifica-

tiOns. An important strategy, well-known in agenda-bu'lding, is to associate

one's issue with emotionally laden symbols which have legitimacy, contemporary

meaning, and wide pUblic appeal.

Operation

/

The flow amongainke4 members actiVates the system, transmitting what
1N:7

Ultimately issues as influence a*Wer through the network. Variously known

'as resources or payoffs, the elemeuts of flow include labor, money, legitimacy

and facilities,
95

as well as skill development and information, 96
psychological

support, positive feelings and the opportunity to help others learn.97 Still

others may be respect, mutual interest,and propinquity.98 The mix of some or all

of these elements with a etwork's membership, feadership and structure (and,

we might add, contenc) det mines the network's ability to facilitate or to

1 99
constrain change in the pol\i.cy arena.

Life dycle

The quasi-organic nature of networks suggests that they hpve what may be

termed a life Cycle. As such, they mPy grow, decay and die. But the literature

offers neither certainty nor agreement on this point. One view holds that over

time an iron triangle may turn into an issue network and revert back at some
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later time100. A network's response to its own growth, replication or the achieve-
,

ment of its aims is unpredictable, as is its vulnerability in the face of par7

ticular factor combina
101

tions. For example, school finance reform is losing

steam as fiscal problems constrain state budgets. It is a,great deal'easier

to equalize school funding during a rising economic tide.

Comparative Cases

To investigate the role of issue networks in agenda-setting, we studied

four educational policies in six states. Interviews ich key actors revealed

a pattern determined by the issue area ratber than by state, even when the states

differed in socioeconomic and political variables such as fiscal capacity, .

legislative capacity and state policy censtralLiation. The four separate policy

issues also seemed to cluster consistently when network dimensions such as

leadership, structure, membership and,operation were considered. From this

material, we have constructed an issue network tYpology for state agenda-

setting (see Appendix A). It is based on the study of the advent of scientific

creacionsim, school finance reform, colleetive basgaining for teachers, and
,

minimum competency testing for high school students to the ?alley agendas of

California, Florida, Indiana, Massachusetts, Texas and, Washington. None of

the issues was advocated by federal government action in any major fashion. The

federal role was at most technical assibtance after the issue had reached state

agendas.

We will describe the first case, school finance reform, in greater detail,

than the others to illuscrate the finding& on which our issue network typology
,

1

is based. For the remakling cases, an o/ utline of main points will be presented.

These issues are all discretionary or "c osen problems" and are elevated to the

formal agenda after priority items (i.e., habitual, recurrent (e.g. budget) and
."/

crisis-induced policies) have been dealt with.

20
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School Finance Reform

The school finance reform movement can claim inpact in 20 :to 25 states that

contain about 60 percent of the nation's pupils. rts predominant approach has

been to "level up" the iow spenaing districts withqut descreasing pending in

I

the wealthy districts. Landmark progress toward this goal came in 1969, in large

part because obsuch successful court suits as Serrano in California and Robinson

vs. Cahill in New Jersey. These suits declared that the property tax based system
-

of financing education was unconstitutional because school districts with little

assessed value of property per pupil could not raise aS much money With the same

tax rate as their wealthy neighbors. For example, Oregon's Brothers School District

has an assessed value of $537,761 per pupil while Know Buttle is restricted to

$16,119. While th'd U.S. Supreme Court in the Rodri.gyez.case ruled this problem

was not a federal issue, a nationwide nettyork has been operating behind the scenes

orchestrating and spreading Finance reform among the states.

The entrepreneur with many resources to launch the network was the Ford' .

Foundation, working in close collaboration with HEW's National Institute of'
4

Education (NIE). One greAnt officer at Ford was at the network center, transmitting

and intercepting information,flows. The Ford Foundation provided publicity, grants,

travel, and recognition as a way to motivate and glue,together the network par-.

ticipants. Indeed, it funded, directly or indirectly, all uC the network's

major elements, which may be.enumerated as:

(1) lawyers to sue the state. Ford grants were made to the Western Center

on Law and Poverty (California) and the LawyersCommiitee for Civil Rights Under

Law (Was;ington, D.C.) to coordinate interstate legal activities. These Ford-

funded lawyers devised and litigated Serrano and Robinsoni-and-the LaWyers

Committee has assisted in more than twenty subsequent state suits.

(2) private agencies to spread thecmcepts of finance reform around the state--.

state branches of the League of Women Voters and the National Urban Coalition.

These agencies publicized general principles which the network supported.

21.
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(3) scholars to testify as expert court witnesses in favor of reCorm and

then to advise the state on how to meet the court order. These scholars from

prestigious universities adapted the network's principles to specific state

contexts.

(4) interstate technical assistance groups such as the Education Commission

of the States (ECS) and the Ndtional Conference of State Legislatures. These

groups worked with the scholars rad provided computer simulations of various

solutions. They were hired by state politicians whom the network discovered

or after court suits made "reform" seem likely.

(5) state politicians and political institutions--the Governolr's Citizens

Committee on Education (Florida) and the Oregon Legislature's Committee on

Equal Educational Opportunity. These temporary government units employed

network scholars and groups like ECS as their chid advisors'.

.

(6) research and action centers oriented to_minority groups, including

the International Development Research Association (Hispanic, located in San

Antonio) and the New Jersey Urban Cbalition (8i4Pk, headquartered in Newark).

These rord-funded organizations insured that minority concerns were brought to

the attention of the groups mentioned above.

(7) graduate students--from Columbia to Stanford--who received fon scholar-
.

ships to prepare themselves as the next generation of school finance advocates

or technicians.

Ford and NIE provided operating expenses, travel, consultants, research

papers, and any other appropriate incentive td make the networkeffective.
_

Periodic meetings of key network participants were ustd to select target states

for intervention. States that were "iipe" found all seven elements descending

on them. In all states, the symbblism emphasized the legal concepts of equity,

fundamental rights,,and discrimination against tbe poor and' ethnic minorities.

The school finance reform network is characterized.by fairly high central

22
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guidance and dhe promotion of similar policy :olutiens nerow, states. The

Ford Foundation, which furnished the cntral guidance, hwever, is a multiple

purpose and multiple ISJUC organizatiun, a diluting force in netwerk participation.

The policy solution was framed as a general concept, equity in finance, and

backed by arguments on legal and konstitutiunal gruunds. Thus, policy 4olution5

stares differed according to a state's specific legal precendents

and requirements. The membership which gathered around this general concept

agreement was consiitent neither trom state to state nor within a state over time.

conlIciJrts in the school finance reform network were forged by conventional

political bargaining and.side payments, with teachers sometimes included and

sometimes excluded. Meeting, annually in one place, this network is easily

visible and identifiable, and, taken with its other properties, is a distinct

network type. It may be summarized as a eore concept agreement nerwork,

Seientific Creationism

Single purpose and single issue, the eetwork premoting s4ientific creationism

represent .i. a distinet, and in rze respects, an ideal type. Su high is central

control and so focused-is the message that not only are the policies advocated

the same across differew, states, but identical statutes are proposed in different

states. Legislative drafting and testimony is periormed by the Institute of

Creation Science in San Diego. These statutes require local schools td give

equal coverage to blblical creation and to evolution as scientific theories.

The network's arguments are value-based. Consequently, no compromise on the
b.

proposed statute is deemed possible. Moreover, the mimbership, which evidences

the fervor of a body of true believers, is consistent and static,from state to

state. Thoae who disagree with the network's arguments and policy solution are

charged with heresy. The San.biego-quartered Institute provides a model law,

legal support, and substantive arguments to legislative, leaders in many states.



Legfilaters interested in the crkelti,.e isue are referred to the San Dieo Institute

by the Moral Majority and the F,r-If

center of the network and eonnect.r, the

ndtAile, The 'le itute is at the

San fAego, the main ftoz

ii infermation and techeical 4Astanke. tht der\e, hierarchial

profile of this it,sue network can he %wtzd absalut oincept agreereht type,

Collective Bargaining tor Teacherz'

lne issue of collective bargaining eredeced 4 hetwrek with i;onsider

more variability an '$everal dieen,aon', t11,..h either srientifie creationiz or

finahee refere. latk* eJrt ? helleved that

celiective barg4ini6 w.-r; -Loptritesi,...hil." The N4ti,....101 Fduc,Ition IV.cr iativn

P;LA) pmvidAd a Iceelev*Ip center, hut the pthalfctattuo of etare ;Ind loc41

fillated feders.1 cunt-x4urAtioh--:wrh4p better crie e rhe

sarq this eetwork developed. On the f%ne h.Jmd, a groep of collective bargaining

eriented national NEA leaders pushed hard fer a national unified due- structure

4nd designed national conventione promoting the virteee of collective bargaining.

thu-k! a4Thns em.ourI4cti uniformity .1,7ons., .:tAtu shIpter... "vuhng Turks" at

NFA headquarters were a key central cuordinatien team and played a role imilar

to that of the Ford Foundation for s%heol finance. On the other hand, NEA. funded

che Uniscrv program which strengthened lveal capacity raid collective bargaining

weeptance National rEA paid a large part of the executive ,eretariee'

s4laries at the local level. These Weal Uniserv people were handpicked by

IAA national precisely to advocate and convert local teaehers to collective

bargaining. A-large majority of teachers needed to support collective bargaining

in most states before state leaders would consider the issue seriously.

Membership In the collective bargaining network was predictably consistent

acrasi states, in that participants (Uniserv) saw themselves as labor pitted

against management. National NE& headquarters, however, kept a tight rein on

Uniserv and coordinated state collective bargaining efforts. The nerwork based
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its argu=ents or friendship and on a6reeeents uithin r, octueatian.11 group, so

thit rhe mersben,hip e:Jaraced in soclAl iolidoriti thwie who mip,ht ounceivably

clanh or certlir luestions of v7;..loel-. Arso, the Petw,rk produced apd tolerated

grelt variatiun 4% to wnether or not ,.rute and It/oJf_Lhaoteft-ena'ut-4-,1 the
---

mdel .:44t-u,tr pxo7 op by NEA, Thcreff,rt:, de'Tite i1rit CO-the

As,,lute connept agreet,ent ti, th*_ -01v,,t0;- bargaining netursr; 1%, ,00te

n

di.stInct It oan be :!0,'n--,Arize4 ,ts A .,1,..Tde ,.,Jrcept a.;reerent network.

for

In tpe 19-70, talc ;.1th ehool uohisverept ri.:%,ulted in

.-.tatute.., reluirIng a minirv.; cwweteny telAt befQte Itth r.choc,f rdtlr
net-4r;.. imr_j) 1 fourth nct,..yrk type . dIfttrriln

t Ytur the :thcr Chrcv rkttwvrk fn the rtter t central culdance.

yt..-erver t it;

It is probably fair to nay that the mininun cotreteney tearing
vlYement, supported for the reKt parr by non-edReatorti, has rosved
through thIrty-eight stote,, wItVut mny cencr:lhzed. ,ur,port,
no ,enov or ,7ros4p y; ))1Viriv ,tr; Advoc.ler 1.00

Egyert tree- 4gende%. like the Irr.,,ritet,.. for fAueltional Leader.;hip,

.1 n-10

ton 1:Wi',Aeri aces, ,Ind the Ford Fourhiltiop d!!! p4rttclp4te

In a !-;ecf" uzve--1 he

theI legi3Otive .)genda. Aluni,r with rne tch!nital

und belped write verAons oi f4CT If1;1Aation and

d lines, the a,gyncy consultant provided technicalassistance only ±m resiponse

to relue!As from state leaderhip. It,e concept of network entra1itI inply

dee% ut Jprly CO MC/.

In contraat, the mass nedia piayed an irportant part in tarrying PCT as

a ney idea to many states, with the issue/attention cycle predicting the early

flare of publicity and later fading of "newsworthiSess." Legiclatiye sponsors

heard about MCT [rum the .newspopers, notional news cagarines or education 'journals

written for non-specialized audiences_ Those who in retrospect may be cslled

25 ,
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ambers of the KCI netuork agrecd eply *fiat the rean. rf irvioving school

periuma4ce resided in tec1 1ogic4 ac,ement. NetwIrk_remberx-d-id nor-n-eai=-

_

--elr-ity agree vn ,pe,.ifi< gulls, a Ipetiti. test, or a onffor

ottert a lone fi e f,uch r". Califoruia' &,cerh1i7can 114rt ut NI,15s3chusetts'

(...r=issioner Education Atori0 the owareness and

:.ort,l-zern into an ttec. for the svte agenJo. Ttn,t4iontanus. tdio,,yntratic

dcvelopnent and tt loose, non-hierarchical fom nre unique to the Mt.- network

,e-rIg the retworkt, s,tudied. lt zin he :,,w7-7arited . vlgue coPcept agreemeni

rhjt tip): 0-).111-11r1-

',tindard;=, The 'ICT flet.,;00 h.d clic 1ct cc.A.<ol. least forcalized

ro)t kritUrct

1:Jur cudj of four pol iJ4e neworeJ 111 six F,totes pcyrinvf to tfielm

tt,rtative conclusions

(li rallcy tue retwork m4y bt ,aracteri2ed distinct ty-pEs. From

ItitA tlity cme be identified

',elute r_4nt.-ept Jgre.4.4netlt, tore enricept agreet-ent, simple concept

agree..!n! vJOE oncpt :Ireement retwzrkFclooi.

'12) '4v.,r-I4ir, 4Aner6Wri5 of leldvr0,0, -!'eT-hership, Ntruct.Jro, arql

account for the variation otorg the netunrk twes, .The degree ol

variability in centrality of guidance, con!qistency of membership,

configuration of relat1on7,hips, and utilization of resources tends

to predict a network's.relative ranking as one of,the four types

(see Appendix a).

()) Networks may also be classified by the kind of policy solution-they

advocate. AloneChis dimension marks vary from one extreme of

a complete, invariable statute to the other extreme of aimilarly

motivated but highly varatle programs.
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(4) The content or subject matter of a policy issue network--and the

grounds on which the'argaments are advanced--may contribute to the

ways the networks develop, the kinds of policy solutions they advocate,

and thei. designation into distinct types. Ranging froM value-based

arguments to legal and constitutiunal-based arguments to canventional

political bargainini arguments, the network message may determine

variation along other network dimensions. Moreover, centrally-driVen

networks create a more similar state policy outcome.

(3) Interstate policy issue networks frequently can override political

and socioecenOmic:variables in state agenda-setting. ,On the whole,

networkeftectiveness--rather than fiscal capacity, legislative

capacity% or state policy centralization--accounts for some issues

on a stare policy agenda. But in some states (such as Texas), the

political, social, and economic climate is so hostile io network

issued that they never reach the state legislative agenda in terms

V
,3Nrnittee deliberation or 111,,ur avtion. in tht Texas cat.e, this

failure occurred despite persistent network efforts in school finance

and collective bargaiuing (see Appendix C). en the other hand,

NEA succeeded with its collective bargaining statute in.the difficult

Indian.; political context. In Texas,_there was no agr4ement on the

specifics of the policy to be adopted and implemented with respect

to collective bargaining and MCI. .

(6) eolicy issue networks can override state-level iron triangles and

forc6 them to react to externally driven issues. .Issue networks

s e not the sole means of agenda-setting, but are often overlooked
!

and not Well undirstood.

FUither research on issue networks will test the dimensions, classifications

and hypotheses which have emerged from the four cases we have studied, and will,

add to the growing understanding of how issue netuorks affect state policy.
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Role ot Issue Networks
ISSUE NETUORK TYPOLOGY

for

STATE AGENDA SETTING

Ail cid IX' it

Scientific Creationism School Finance Reform Collective Bargaining
63r Teachers

Minimum Coepatency Testing
for High School Students

- Absolute concept agreement

- High central guidance and
promotion

Consistencygin types of
participants across states;
cohesive network of true
believers

- Dissenters charged with
heresy

- Value-based arguments

- Identical statute with no
compromise considered

- Single issue organization

3'7

- Core concept agreement

- Fairly high central guidance

- Simple concept agreement

- Central stieulation 1:$57

national group but consider-
able local initiative

- Reflects federal organization
of teacher interest groups

- Coalitions of interest groups -
through bargaining and side
payments

-
- Rolling coalitions within

states; complexion of coali-
tions different across states ,

- Legal and constitutional argu-
ments

- Specific legal argument -
tailored to individual state

- Network meets annuall$
A.

Stereotypical pariicipants:
Labor vs. Management

Social solidarity slicing

potentially diverse members

Strong and formal state and
locai subunits

Arguments based on frirAdship
and occupational interests

Model stafute available for- --
imitation but high variability
among states as to endorsement

11111111.1

- Vague concept agreement .

Decenirmlited network with'
no policy issue promoter

- Cadre of expert_advisers
(not the original Advocates

- Media crucial through issuet
attention cycle

- Network meets in national con-
ventions

Agreement on means of im-

proving school performance

.Absence of uniform poticy
design; no agreement on
specific goals

Continoous flow of infor-
mation sharing
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1. Central contrnl and guidance

2* Desire/hope for symbolic rewards (vs .
ant for tangible resources)

3. Importance of the condensation symbol
as perceived by legislators for placing
issue on agenda

4. Sophiotication and organization of net-
work mechanism used to spread issue

5. Uillingness to compromise or modify

_ propeaal,during state political process

6. Importance of media for awareness and
diffusion

Influence of specific statute as a
starting point for policy deliberation

1. Stability of intra-state intereSt
group participation -- do the rate
groups support or oppose tbe netwrk
proposal

9. Regularitv and structure of neetinFs by
network participants

3 :4

rfrendix B

EX3. ON DINENSIONg

Co -retencv Collective School
Testing Bargaining Finance Creationism

5 i 2.5 1.5

4 . 3

4 2.5

1 2

3

4.( L 4:414

2

4

Ranking Seals
-1. Extremely strong effect
2. Strong ffect
3. Modem. effect
4, .1441k/Iittle effect

5. Extremely v*Achsegligibte
effect



. Historical -receptivity to new
pnlicy'ideas that circulate

.among the states .

2. impact of state Rolirical
. &saute in changing national

cencept
;

3. Swhistication of state admini-
stration and legislative staff

4. Cohesiveness of interest group
which leads to coalition or
conflict .

5. Linkage of state or local
officials to lnterstatevolicy
issue netWorks

6. linkage of relevant intra-state
interedt groups to interstate
networks
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TyFOLOGY OF STATES

galifornia

3

2

Florida Indiana Texas t

3
1

4

2

2 4 4 .3

4 3

1 3 4 3

2 4

1

WAWEsigit .

1. Exiresely strong
2. Strong
3. Moderate
4., Weak

.5. Negligible

uf. PANIBLE
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